Fit for a Princess:

“ELTHAM”

Privacy, tradition — and a special fairytale
play loft — define this Langford family home

This stunning 1910 Samuel Maclure character mansion
has been meticulously upgraded to include an incredible
3600 s/f owner's floor plus 5 separate revenue suites.
A truly rare offering at $2,800,000.
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LET’S START with the top of the Walker home. This
makes sense because the roof, with its hand-cut rafters, shows
how building tradition rules the roost in this family home.
Fifty years ago, houses built by carpenters this way left attic
areas open for vaulted ceilings or lofty bedrooms: today,
cheaper manufactured trusses prevent that, and so you get
dry-walled ceilings.
So while the storey-and-a-half home sits low on its

landscape, inside, cathedral ceilings soar up to the second
level, where a barrelled dormer window in the entrance way
floods light into both floors, while looking watchfully out
onto a cul-de-sac in View Royal.
But perhaps the most charming — even whimsical —
contribution of the traditionally constructed roof is its little
play loft for the couple’s seven-year-old daughter. Tucked into
the highest peak and reached only by ladder, this magical play
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Developer Christopher Walker’s family
home in View Royal features oodles of
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light inside and a traditional exterior.
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Just off the family-friendly
kitchen is a large laundry
room. Below: The roomy
upstairs office is built
over the garage. A ladder
leads to the play loft in the
daughter’s bedroom.

retreat in her bedroom makes one want to cry out: “Rapunzel,
Rapunzel, let down your hair!”
The play loft, inside the airy fit-for-a-princess bedroom
(which also happens to include a child-size walk-in closet),
firmly establishes this home as the builder’s personal family
place. It’s a home tailored for their needs, not the cookiecutter demands of the marketplace. Indeed this is the first
home the award-winning builder/developer Christopher
Walker, of Christopher Developments Inc., designed from
ground up. Every line on the drawing board reflected the

enclave in which he and his wife Joan wanted to raise their
daughter.
The 3,100-square-foot home rests at the dead-end street of
an eight-lot subdivision Walker created in 2004 from a twoacre parcel that snuggles against a narrow ocean inlet. Walker
carved out the hidden enclave, now nearly full, butting up to a
working farm and forest.
Acquiring the property after a knock on the door of the
original owner, Walker, a former airline mechanic/pilot,
immersed himself in learning more about the history of the

Mature trees and
plants were preserved
in the building of the
home and lush foliage
creates privacy for the
outdoor living space.

property and then named the street
Mills Cove after the Hudson Bay grist
mill that existed on a fast-flowing
section of the Millstream Creek
bordering the subdivision.
Where possible, trees were saved
in making the subdivision. Walker
added a curve to his driveway,
enabling a 50-year-old towering
Deodar (cedar) tree to continue
providing shade. There’s been no
temptation to top graceful firs in
the foreground to the water view.
The Walkers like the natural privacy
screen created for their hot tub area
surrounded by hummingbird feeders
and wind chimes. Even with the
lush foliage around them they’ve
never had difficulty spotting herons,
salmon-feasting seals and other
abundant wildlife touring the inlet.
“Mature trees add so much to a
development,” Walker says. “I
wanted to save as many as possible.”
Even clumps of lacy Dicentra
eximia “alba” (aka bleeding heart)
were saved from the bulldozer to
be replanted in naturalized areas
elsewhere.
The trees that did come down
became the exposed fir timbers in
his home.
After building so many homes for
others, designing their first home
especially for themselves was
liberating, says Walker, as “they
could do exactly what they wanted
and try new things.” In the master
ensuite, Walker turned to a friend
in the glass business to custom cut
a three-quarter-inch-thick piece of
glass for the counter top and then
to apply a special “opaque coating”
to lend a greenish hue. The Bezdan
spindles for the staircase took on a
vintage look after muriatic acid and
water treatment were applied to
accelerate corrosion. They were then
cleaned and clear-coated.
The Walkers took some time out
to work details of the fireplace
to have it perform as an effective
room divider because they wanted

The master ensuite
features a custom glass
counter top and wraparound views. The
elegant, private master
bedroom overlooks a
secluded inlet.

both sides to be optimally functional. Now the living room
side boasts custom cabinetry that hides the big-screen TV.
On the dining room side, a wine rack and liquor cabinet is
conveniently right by the dining table.
The home’s design is decidedly traditional because “we
wanted a warm-feeling home” and the warm Jatoba wood
floors, cabinetry and trim details do most of the work
in achieving that feeling. With that choice come some
restrictions. “With traditional homes you are stuck with certain
rules around balance and trim details,” says Walker, who
wistfully likes the idea of contemporary homes because there
are fewer rules.
Joan “lent ideas when allowed,” she says, and the couple
agrees they were no different than most couples when it came
to negotiating home design and tastes.
“It was a tug of war between functionality and Chris
wanting as many windows as possible when it came to the
living room,” says Joan.
Both sides appear to have won the “war.” The home has a
balance and functionality reflecting where they are as a family
and couple. The kitchen includes a painting/art space for
daughter Ayla but it’s easy to visualize this as a casual eating
area as family dynamics change. The laundry room just off the
kitchen is bright and spacious, recognizing that great homes
not only look fantastic but make domestic life easier. Nearby, a
bank of pantry cupboards provides ample storage.
The upstairs office, built over the garage, is roomy,
reflecting that they run their development business from the
site. There’s a large, L-shaped desk for administrative work
and another table where drafting plans can be easily rolled
out. Against the wall, exotic fish languidly swim among
swaying anemones in an aquarium. The marine life beckons
onlookers to drift away in thought to create their next big
idea. “I intended to buy my daughter a gold fish and bowl but
came back with this,” Chris sheepishly admits.
The bowl story is just a little analogous of the time when
he knocked on the door of a little cottage built by Millstream
almost a decade ago and he only had a germ of an idea of
what he would do … with the property that is now a special
family place. VB
SUPPLIERS AND TRADES: A number of skilled
professionals, trades and suppliers helped create this
home. The homeowners wish to acknowledge the
following contributors:
Contractor/Builder: Christopher Developments; Custom
Cabinetry: Don Drover Woodworking; Counters: Eurocraft
Marble & Granite; Flooring: The Finishing Store; Hardware:
Victoria Speciality Hardware; Plumbing fixtures: Kitchen and
Bath Classics; Tile: Gazzola Tile and Design; Window Coverings:
Hinds Blinds; Lighting: McLaren Lighting; Lumber: Slegg
Lumber; Concrete: Ocean Construction Supplies Ltd.; Mechanical
and Heating: Island Energy Inc.; Flowers: Petals Plus Florist
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